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Abstract
cp2k has become a versatile open source tool for the simulation of
complex systems on the nanometer scale. It allows for sampling and
exploring potential energy surfaces that can be computed using a variety of
empirical and first principles models. Excellent performance for electronic
structure calculations is achieved using novel algorithms implemented for
modern and massively parallel hardware. This review briefly summarizes
the main capabilities and illustrates with recent applications the science
cp2k has enabled in the field of atomistic simulation.
1 Introduction
Computer simulation of matter with atomistic detail has become a very promi-
nent tool in chemistry, physics, life sciences and materials sciences. In these
fields, simulation results can yield the insights needed to interpret experimen-
tal measurements, can be used to predict material properties, or to design new
compounds. A precise picture of the structures and dynamical processes at the
atomic scale is a valuable starting point to rationally design new experiments
and new systems. With sustained exponential growth in computer resources,
the impact of simulation will continue to increase.
The cp2k computer program is a powerful tool for atomistic simulation. [1]
It aims at providing a broad range of models and simulation methodologies,
suitable for large and condensed phase systems, and is able to exploit the most
advanced computer hardware. cp2k has a large impact in the field of density
functional theory (DFT) based molecular dynamics (MD) simulation, particu-
larly with its capability to describe the dynamics of systems containing hundreds
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of atoms with relative ease, but has a broader range of capabilities. An impor-
tant aspect in this respect is the possibility of choosing the adequate method
for a given problem and the flexibility of combining methods. The versatility of
cp2k appears evident from the numerous applications, also in combination with
experiment, which produced high level scientific work. For example Treier et
al. [2] investigated the atomically precise fabrication of tailored nanographenes
from polyphenylene precursors through cyclodehydrogenation of a prototypi-
cal polyphenylene on Cu(111). In this study scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) experiments were complemented by cp2k-based large-scale ab initio
simulations, which allowed the atomistic details of the surface-assisted cyclode-
hydrogenation reaction to be established. The simulations gave insight into
the copper-promoted reaction pathway, shedding light on the thermally acti-
vated intramolecular aryl-aryl coupling of the cyclic polyphenylene, the role of
dispersion forces, and the influence of the substrate.
Nowadays, massively parallel software is key to benefit from the advances
in computer hardware, and the development in cp2k aims at combining effi-
cient algorithms with excellent parallel scalability. Staying at the forefront of
atomistic simulation is a tremendous task that requires a significant investment.
cp2k leverages the contributions and support from an active community within
an open source development model.
In the following sections we provide an overview of the main functionality of
cp2k. First, various techniques to sample and explore potential energy surfaces
are discussed. Subsequently, we provide more detail about the options that
are available to compute the potential energy of a system, with an emphasis on
DFT. In a next section, computational and software design aspects are discussed.
Finally, we highlight selected applications to solar cells, water interfaces, and
functionalized metallic surfaces.
2 Exploring the configuration space
Key in many simulations performed with cp2k is the exploration of the poten-
tial and free energy surfaces of complex systems. As system size increases, the
standard procedures to locate stationary points become less useful, and need
to be complemented with methods aimed at sampling and exploring, including
kinetic and entropic effects. This is particularly clear for systems that must be
described at a finite temperature, such as liquids, where most quantities of inter-
est can only be obtained from statistical averages and time correlation functions.
Free energy differences or non-harmonic vibrational spectra are two prominent
examples. cp2k provides a variety of simulation methods to explore the poten-
tial energy surface, ranging from methods to characterize stationary points to
procedures to enhance the sampling. Some methods only require the calcula-
tion of the potential energy, but most require the computation of forces as well.
Usually, these methods are oblivious to the nature of the underlying potential
energy surface, working equally well with first principles and (semi)empirical
approaches, or combinations of those.
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2.1 Stationary points
cp2k provides methods to optimize atomic positions and cell vectors based on
various standard algorithms, including cubically scaling methods that require
an explicit inversion of an approximate Hessian as well as linear scaling ap-
proaches that are suitable for large systems. Full vibrational analysis based on
finite differences is possible for smaller systems. Iterative diagonalization of the
Hessian for selected modes[3] is an effective method to study the vibrational
spectroscopy of molecules at surfaces [4] or other large systems where only part
of the spectrum is of interest. This has been exploited in the simulation of IR
spectra of dye molecules at TiO2 surfaces, see section 5.1 for more information.
The nudged elastic band (NEB) and string methods [5] allow for simultaneous
optimizations of reaction paths and the location of transition states. The latter
methods require multiple calculations on weakly coupled systems and can be ef-
ficiently carried out in parallel, yielding good time to solution if large computer
resources are available. Constrained geometry optimizations and NEB calcu-
lations have been combined [2], for example, to derive a simple mechanism for
the complete dehydrogenation of a cyclic polyphenylene adsorbed on Cu(111).
By large ab-initio calculations it was shown that the process is catalytically
activated and enhanced by adsorbate-substrate van der Waals interactions.
2.2 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics is one of the most commonly employed simulation meth-
ods within cp2k, and with DFT based forces is feasible for systems containing
hundreds of atoms. The default integrator of the equations of motion is based
on the velocity Verlet algorithm [6], which allows for very useful extentions of
the MD scheme, as for example introducing constraints or extended Lagrangian
formalisms. Standard methods are available for the most common ensembles
(NVE, NVT, NPT) [6, 7], and require the calculation of forces and stresses.
Geometrical constraints and restraints are available in all ensembles, allowing
for free energy calculations by integration of the Lagrangian multipliers. Ther-
mostats and barostats are of great importance for equilibration and the efficient
and correct sampling of different ensembles in MD. Available variations of ther-
mostats include an adaptive Langevin form [8], generalize Langevin equation
with colored noise (GLE) [9], stochastic velocity rescaling (CSVR) [10], and the
more traditional thermostats based on the work by Nose´ and others [11, 7] Dif-
ferent thermostats can be distributed over different regions of the system, which
guarantees an optimal control of the temperature and faster equilibration, or
can be used with different temperatures to improve sampling [12]. MD simula-
tions with the GLE thermostat have been used for example by Nagata et al. [13]
to explore nuclear quantum effects on the water structure near the liquid-vapor
interface. The path-integral MD performed at different temperatures for a box
of 80 water molecules (H2O) and deuterated molecules (HDO, D2O) shows that
the broken symmetry of the hydrogen-bond interactions in HDO gives rise to dis-
tinct OH and OD bond orientations at the interface. The integration time step
is by default fixed, and should be taken such as to guarantee the stability of the
integration algorithm. For problematic systems, or hot particles, a variable time
step can be adopted, which is tuned on the largest allowed atomic displacement.
More advanced MD techniques include the simulation of shock waves using the
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multi scale shock method by Reed et al. [14], multiple time-scale algorithms
(RESPA [15]) in which different potential descriptions are employed to increase
MD efficiency [16], and path integral MD to study quantum effects [17, 18].
For the combination of MD with electronic structure methods, Born–Oppen-
heimer (BO) MD is employed [19, 20]. One advantage of MD is that atomic
configurations are generated in a continuous fashion and one can hence predict
an initial trial wave function in SCF calculations by multi-linear extrapolation.
An effective extrapolation technique is based on the propagation of the density
matrix P, more precisely its contra-covariant representation PS, where S is the
overlap matrix. Even for low extrapolation orders, the number of SCF iterations
at each MD step can be reduced considerably. Long term stability of the BO
MD is obtained by using an approximately time reversible extrapolation scheme
for the electronic degrees of freedom [20] based on the ASPC method (always
stable predictor corrector) by Kolafa [21]. The obvious advantage of being able
to run long and stable MD simulations is that structural and dynamic proper-
ties extracted from the sampling, such as pair correlation functions and mean
square displacement, are better converged and meaningful. As an alternative to
BOMD, a method based on Langevin dynamics [22] can be used. On the other
hand, the original Car-Parrinello method is not implemented.
In order to study processes dominated by rare events, like reactions and
structural transformations, MD is typically not sufficient due to too slow sam-
pling of the configurations space. Constraints and restraints can be employed to
reconstruct the free energy profile along specific reaction pathways by applying
methods like thermodynamic integration or umbrella sampling. Metadynamics
is a powerful method to accelerate the sampling and reconstruct the free energy
surfaces in terms of a few collective variables [23, 24]. In cp2k different versions
of metadynamics are implemented, such as extended Lagrangian metadynamics,
well-tempered metadynamics, and the multi-walker scheme. The code offers a
large choice of possible collective variables and it is rather easy to define new
variables as combinations of the available ones. Applications of the method in
combination with classical force-fields, DFT, or QM/MM have been published
in different fields of molecular simulations. For instance, Michel et al. [25] used
DFT-MD augmented by metadynamics to investigate C–C and C–H reductive
eliminations from octahedral diphosphine Pt(IV) complexes. In this study dif-
ferent competitive pathways have been disclosed and the computed free energy
barriers could explain the kinetics of the system. The self-repair mechanism of
photoexcited DNA, consisting of the splitting dynamics of the thymine dimer,
has been studied using a QM/MM scheme [26, 27]. The analysis of several sta-
tistically independent runs reveals an asynchronously concerted mechanism and
identifies the dimer splitting in DNA as an ultrafast reaction. The relevance of
entropic effects on fluxional conformational changes of small gold clusters has
been highlighted by metadynamics simulations, showing that at thermodynamic
equilibrium a large variety of planar/quasi-planar and tridimensional structures
with non-intuitive topology coexist. [28]. Applications in other fields as diffu-
sion and reaction at solid interfaces[29, 30], materials science [31], catalysis and
more, are also good examples of the versatility of the technique as implemented
in the framework of cp2k.
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2.3 Monte Carlo
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations [6] are an alternative to MD simulations if sam-
pling is the main goal. One advantage of MC is that this approach is feasible
even if forces are not available or expensive to compute. However, MC is usually
difficult to perform efficiently in a general and system independent manner. Sys-
tem specific configurational changes (moves) can speedup sampling significantly
and allow for simulations that would be inefficient with standard MD proce-
dures, for example establishing the equilibrium between two different phases of
a system. In recent years, methodologies to perform NPT and grand canoni-
cal Monte Carlo simulations of molecular liquids have been implemented into
the cp2k code [32, 33, 34]. These techniques have been used to simulate the
vapor-liquid coexistence curve of water [35] and methanol [36]. They were also
used extensively in the investigation of the properties of water interfaces (see
section 5.2).
2.4 Ehrenfest Dynamics
In order to study the time dependent evolution of electrons in a system, a useful
approximation is the assumption that nuclei can be described classically.[37]
This leads to the Ehrenfest system of equations that describe the non-adiabatic
evolution of a coupled nuclear and electronic system. Within time-dependent
Kohn–Sham density functional theory, a generalized action principle leads to
consistent and energy conserving equations of motion also in the case of atom-
centered basis functions [38]
c˙αj = −
∑
S−1αβ (iHβγ +Bβγ) cγj (1)
MAR¨A = −∂U(R, t)
∂RA
+
∑
j
∑
αβ
c?αj
(
∂Hαβ
∂RA
+DAαβ
)
cβj (2)
where cαj are the orbital expansion coefficients, Sαβ = 〈Φα | Φβ〉 and Bαβ =
〈Φα | ddtΦβ〉 the basis function overlap and its time derivative, and H the Kohn–
Sham matrix. U(R, t) is a possible time-dependent external potential and the
term DAαβ collects all terms from the explicit position dependence of the basis
functions. Methods to propagate the first order differential equations for the
orbital coefficients have been investigated extensively [39]. Methods based on
matrix exponentials calculated by diagonalization or Pade´ approximants, as well
as Arnoldi subspace iteration methods are implemented in cp2k. Together with
the application of time-dependent electrical fields, these methods can be used to
study the time-dependent response of the electronic structure to perturbations
within periodic boundary conditions. One recent application investigated the
photo-induced electron transfer rate between a gold atom and a gold cation
solvated in CCl4 [40].
3 Energy and Force Methods
cp2k aims to provide a wide range of potential energy descriptions, ranging
from empirical approaches such as classical force fields to methods based on
quantum mechanics, in particular DFT. Furthermore, various descriptions can
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be combined arbitrarily at the level of the input, so that various combinations
of methods are naturally available. Examples include embedding approaches
that rely on a potential energy surface that combines two different methods
E = Ea[{A+B}]− Ea[{B}] + Eb[{B}] , (3)
linear combinations of potentials as needed for free energy calculations
Eλ = λEa + (1− λ)Eb , (4)
or propagation on the lowest potential energy surface, for example for a system
with various spin states
E = MIN {Ea[{A}], Eb[{A}], . . .} . (5)
In the following we give a brief description of some of the available methods.
3.1 Classical Force Fields
cp2k is compatible with standard biomolecular force fields (CHARMM, AM-
BER, GROMOS) and can read the corresponding topology files. On the input
level, a formula parser allows for specifying general functional forms for the
non-bonded pair potential forces, so that most proposals in literature can be
used without coding. More specialized force fields, used commonly for mate-
rials, include the embedded atom models (EAM) [41]. Polarizable force fields
using shell models [42] or multipole Ewald [43] methods are available. The force
field implementations in cp2k cannot compete in efficiency with specialized
codes for the simulations of biomolecules or metallic materials. However, its
flexibility is of use for non-standard systems and for QM/MM type simulation
where it provides full control to the user within a single code. The QM/MM
coupling implemented in cp2k supports full electrostatic coupling between the
QM charge distribution and the classical point charges using a highly efficient
multi grid technique [44]. It has been used for example in the study of thymine
dimer radical anion splitting in the self-repair process of duplex DNA [27, 26] or
in order to describe metal-supported cyclohexaphenylene dehydrogenation [29].
In the later application a combination of DFT and an EAM potential for the
description of the metal support has been used.
3.2 Electronic Structure Methods
Electronic structure methods can differ significantly in performance and compu-
tational cost. In cp2k, the computationally most expedient methods are semi-
empirical (SE) approaches based on the NDDO Hamiltonian (AM1, MNDO,
MNDO/d, PM3, PM6) [45, 46] as well as density functional based tight-binding
methods (DFTB) [47]. These methods have been parametrised for small and
short range basis sets, particularly suitable for linear scaling applications, and
feature a very efficient Hamiltonian matrix construction.
The majority of the applications with cp2k are based on Kohn–Sham (KS)
based density functional theory [48] in the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA). An extended set of functionals is available through an external library
(libxc) [49] or internal routines. Hybrid functionals for periodic systems are
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accessible for all type of simulations [16, 50]. Normally, hybrid functionals are
computationally significantly more demanding than GGA calculations, but the
auxiliary density matrix method (ADMM) [51] is an approximation that enables
hybrid calculations at comparable cost. Recently, post-Hartree–Fock type cal-
culations such as double hybrids and MP2 have been implemented [52], and with
resolution-of-identity methods, MP2 and RPA energy expressions [53, 54] can
be efficiently calculated for periodic systems. The KS orbitals can be optimized
using the orbital transformation (OT) method [19, 55] for systems with a band
gap, or using standard diagonalization or iterative diagonalization schemes for
metals. The OT method is highly robust and efficient, but nevertheless scales
cubically with systems size, dominating GGA calculations for systems contain-
ing a few hundred or more atoms. For metallic systems the smearing of the
occupation number of the KS orbitals and the mixing of the electronic density
in the reciprocal space are required to optimize the wave functions. When these
measures are adopted, the quality of the description of the electronic struc-
ture is guaranteed also for metallic systems [56, 57, 58, 59]. Moreover, efficient
parallel mathematical libraries for the diagonalization of large matrices, like
ELPA [60], allows to carry out such calculations for systems containing thou-
sands of atoms [61].
In cp2k, linear scaling algorithms based on sparse matrix algebra allow
for SE and GGA calculations on systems with a band gap containing millions
of atoms [62]. The key ingredients for the linear scaling calculation of the
KS matrix are the use of a local basis, which is constructed from contracted
spherical Gaussian functions, and an efficient technique to obtain the classical
Coulomb and exchange-correlation energy, namely and the Gaussian and plane
waves (GPW) scheme [63]. The advantage of the Gaussian basis is the analytic
nature of all one-electron integrals, while the GPW scheme avoids the need for
two-electron four center integrals in GGA calculations and gives direct access
to integrals over molecular orbitals for post-Hartree–Fock methods [52]. The
GPW scheme can be thought of as an auxiliary basis method, which represents
the density in a basis of plane waves, or equivalently, on an equidistant grid in
real space.
ρ(r) =
∑
αβ
Pαβχα(r)χβ(r) =
∑
G
cGe
iG·r , (6)
where Pαβ is the density matrix in the Gaussian basis with basis functions
χα(r), and G denotes the lattice vectors in reciprocal space. The calculation
of the plane wave expansion coefficients cG proceeds via the determination of
the density on the real space grid, for which screening algorithms and multi-
grid techniques are used to make this step efficient and linear scaling in system
size [19]. Plane waves are thus not part of the primary basis, but are an auxiliary
representation of the density that allows for the use of Fourier transform based
techniques, standard in plane wave codes [37], to compute the density depen-
dent energies and potentials. In cp2k, matrix elements of these potentials are
calculated efficiently and in linear scaling time via numerical integration over
their real-space grid representation. Plane waves allow naturally for periodic
calculations and calculations with reduced periodicity, such as surfaces and gas
phase molecules, are possible using advanced Poisson solvers [64, 65]. In cp2k,
periodic calculations are currently only possible using a single k-point (Gamma
point), which is an approximation that becomes accurate for sufficiently large
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unit cells.
The GPW method requires a representation of the electron density on an
equidistant grid, and is thus not practical to describe core electrons. A smooth
density is obtained by using dual-space pseudopotentials [66, 67, 68] that are an-
alytically represented by Gaussian functions, fully separable in the nonlocal part,
and energy optimized. A corresponding series of basis sets covering the non-
Lanthanoids up to Rn has been globally optimized on molecules (MOLOPT)
using a generally contracted form with a single set of exponents for all angu-
lar momenta [69]. These MOLOPT basis set can include diffuse functions yet
maintain a good condition number of the overlap matrix, an important property
for accurate and efficient calculation of large condensed phase systems. An all-
electron extension of the GPW method (GAPW) has been developed [70, 71]
building on techniques proposed by Blo¨chl [72] for his projector augmented-
wave (PAW) method. In this way, condensed phase all-electron calculations are
possible for properties where core electrons are of importance, namely, X-ray
absorption spectra [73], NMR chemical shieldings [74], and g-tensor calcula-
tions [75].
4 Computational Aspects
Academic software design at the scale of a simulation program like cp2k is an
interesting challenge. With an average growth of 200 lines of code per day,
the cp2k code is currently approximately 800’000 lines of code. An open code
repository allows the community instant access to all versions of the code, which
is available under the Gnu Public License (GPL), and to follow development.
Several tens of authors have contributed to the code, with a smaller team of
around twenty people from five institutions having write access to the reposi-
tory. Most of cp2k is written in Fortran95, with elements from Fortran03 and
extensions such as OpenMP and CUDA C. It employs various external libraries.
In addition to bringing new features, the use of external libraries decreases the
complexity of cp2k and enhances the efficiency and robustness of the code.
The libraries range from basic functionality such as message passing (MPI) over
dense linear algebra (BLAS, LAPACK, ScaLAPACK), Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFTW) to more specialized chemical libraries such as electron repulsion inte-
grals (libint) and exchange correlation functionals (libxc). cp2k itself can be
built as a library, allowing for easy access to some part of the functionality by
external programs. Increasingly, cp2k itself will be structured as independent
libraries to facilitate sharing with and contributions from various communities.
Currently, the most prominent example is a library for the handling of sparse
matrices (DBCSR) that provides a highly efficient and scalable implementation
of a Cannon based sparse matrix matrix multiplication. Having lean, library-
like interfaces within cp2k has facilitated the implementation of features such
as farming (running various inputs within a single job), general input parame-
ter optimization, path-integral MD, or Gibbs ensemble MC. Rapid development
and refactoring is facilitated by a growing set of test inputs, currently well over
two thousand, which is checked for consistency during development and auto-
matically at every commit to the repository.
Good performance and parallel scalability are key features of cp2k. This
is achieved using a multi-layer structure of specifically designed parallel algo-
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rithms. On the highest level, parallel algorithms are based on message passing
with the MPI and suitable for distributed memory architectures. This level is
important, and requires careful design of data structures and algorithms. In-
creasingly, MPI level parallelism has been augmented with shared memory par-
allelism based on threading and programmed using OpenMP directives. This
combination becomes more and more important as the core count per node in-
creases, and top-level computers feature 100’000 and more cores. Ongoing work
aims at porting the main algorithms of cp2k to accelerators and GPUs, as
these energy efficient devices become more standard in supercomputers. At the
lowest level, auto-generated and auto-tuned code allows for generating CPU-
specific libraries that deliver good performance without a need for dedicated
code development.
5 Illustrative Applications
5.1 Dye Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSC)
Figure 1: Snapshot of a DFT based simulation of the an intermediate dye-iodide
complex attached to the TiO2 surface in explicit solution. The iodide-surface
distance coincides with the maximum concentration of ions found in classical
molecular dynamics simulations of the electrolyte near surface.
One application demonstrating the potential of cp2k for simulating complex
systems is a study of the active interface in dye sensitized solar cells. In these
devices the redox active region consists of a dye attached to a semiconductor
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surface solvated by a liquid electrolyte. For a detailed understanding this system
needs to be modeled with various levels of theory. The wide range of different
Hamiltonians provided by cp2k allowed to use the same program for every part
of this study
The modeling of the semiconductor-solvent interface exploited cp2k’s capa-
bility to perform large scale ab initio MD simulations (approx. 500 atoms)[76].
In this way it has been shown that the solvent posses a structural ordering
not only at the immediate contact but up to 1.5 nm away from the surface.
The DFT MD data have been used to fit a classical force field for the solid-
liquid interaction reproducing the structural features. With this force field, the
classical module of cp2k has been used to study slowly converging properties
such as diffusion properties and dielectric permittivity profiles, showing a strong
anisotropic behavior even 2 nm away from the surface.
Atomistic insight in the dye/semiconductor interface has been gained by
DFT geometry optimizations and mode selective vibrational analysis[4]. Com-
bining the computed data with experimental IR spectra of this interface the
preferred binding mode could be identified. Furthermore a protonation depen-
dent change in the binding has been predicted and evidence was found in the
experimental spectra and DFT MD simulations including semiconductor, dye
and solvent ( 800 atoms).
In a third study the regeneration process of the solvated dye molecule after
oxidation (electron injection) has been targeted[77]. Free energy methods and
first principles MD have been used to compute the formation energies for pos-
sible intermediate complexes (see Figure 5.1) In this way, a new regeneration
pathway has been identified. Furthermore, classical simulations of the distribu-
tion of the redox couple at the interface using explicit models and thermody-
namic integration were performed. These results showed that the distribution
is very different from the standard double layer model and peaks just at the
position of the redox active group of the dye. The combined insight from these
studies presents a different view of the processes in DSSC. Instead of a single
component, it is shown that favorable interactions between structural aspects
(dye/semiconductor, electrolyte/semiconductor) and the distinct regeneration
pathway of the dye are essential for high performance devices.
5.2 Water interfaces
Water is undoubtly one of the most intriguing substances on earth, its presence
being key to life. Accurate simulation of the water is very challenging as weak
interactions dominate the system, and subtle effects such as polarization and di-
rectionality of hydrogen bonds are crucial. Furthermore, liquid water at ambient
conditions is very close to both its freezing and boiling point, and shows various
anomalous properties. Numerous simulations with cp2k have been performed
to study bulk liquid water, including structure, dynamics, spectroscopic prop-
erties and bulk solvation. Among the important findings of these studies is the
importance of dispersion corrections to yield the correct density of liquid water
in isobaric simulations.[79] Here, work is highlighted that focuses on air-water
interface instead that is crucial for various reactive atmospheric processes.[80]
Clearly, the air-water interface is sufficiently different from the bulk to challenge
the transferability of empirical models, and merits a first-principles approach
augmented with empirical dispersion corrections.[81, 82] The ability of cp2k to
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Figure 2: Shown is a model for the (0001) surface of ice Ih in which the molecules
in the top layer of the central simulation cell have been colored according to
their binding strength ranging from strongly bound (blue) to weakly bound
(white). The large (≈ 80 kJmol−1) variation in binding strength is due to the
proton disorder of the crystal and facilitates pitting and pre-melting.[78] Models
ranging from 288 to 864 molecules have been computed with GGA and hybrid
functionals.
deal with large systems and the relatively low cost of treating empty space in
a slab model makes cp2k a suitable tool. This is particularly clear for studies
of ice(Ih) surface, where large unit cells are necessary to capture reliably the
influence of the disordered nature of the hydrogen bonding network on the sur-
face vacancy formation energy.[78] Of particular interest is the question if ions
are present at higher concentration at the interface, and how surface propen-
sity correlates with the nature of the ion.[83, 84, 85] Answering this question
for the basic charge defects H+ and OH- decides if the surface will be basic or
acidic and is particularly demanding for the liquid phase as it requires extensive
sampling to obtain free energy profiles.[83, 84] Molecular dynamics simulations
furthermore yield the necessary time-correlation functions to compute surface
specific spectroscopic information, complementing recent experiments on sol-
vated ions.[86]
5.3 h-BN Nanomesh
Monolayers of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) [88], as well as the isoelectronic
carbon structure, graphene, grown on transition metal (TM) surfaces have re-
ceived much interest as possible templates for use in nano-devices. Chemical
vapor deposition of precursor molecules, e.g. borazine in the case of h-BN, on
a hot metallic surface leads to the spontaneous formation of uniform epitaxial
monolayers. Originally, the preparation of a single layer of h-BN was achieved on
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Figure 3: Water cluster adsorbed in the pore of the h-BN/Rh(111) nanomesh.
The dipoles of the water molecules arrange in a homodrome hexamer and the
simulated STM image, as obtained within the Tersoff-Hamann approximation,
(right panel) is consistent with the experimental observation.[87]
the Rh(111) surface [88, 89], but recently similar structures have been grown on
many other TM surfaces. The resulting long-range structure of the monolayer
depends strongly on a series of factors: The mismatch in the unit cell length
l of the free-standing monolayer and the TM surface, the distance-dependence
of the h-BN to metal interaction, and the deformation energy, both in-plane
and out-of-plane, of the monolayer play an important role. In h-BN/Rh(111),
the balance of these factors, i.e. lattice mismatch of −7.0% and quite strong
rhodium-nitrogen interaction, leads to a strongly corrugated structure with a
periodicity of 3.22 nm, the so-called nanomesh [89]. The highly regular hexago-
nal arrangement corresponds to a coincidence lattice of 13×13 h-BN on 12×12
Rh unit cells. The adsorbate is characterized by “pores” of about 2 nm diameter
that strongly interact with the metal and elevated regions, where the interaction
with the metal is weak, that form the connected “wire” network. The strong
variation in bonding leads to a corresponding variation of the electrostatic po-
tential above the monolayer that is responsible for trapping molecules. The
h-BN/Rh(111) nanomesh is a very stable structure that withstands tempera-
tures of 1000 K and can be exposed to liquids without losing its properties.
DFT based electronic structure calculations have been instrumental for the
understanding of the structure and properties of the h-BN and graphene nano-
meshes [89, 58]. Using slab model systems with 1000 to 4000 atoms within
periodic boundary conditions the nanomesh system has been studied extensively.
In a series of experiments the interaction of water with the nanomesh system has
been investigated [90, 87]. Simulations have been used for the interpretation of
the STM experiments [59, 56]. In this joint effort, both the structure of ice-like
as well as small, few molecule clusters in the pore regions have been identified
and characterized.
In another experiment it was demonstrated [57] that the nanomesh structure
can be reversibly altered using atomic hydrogen. Using DFT calculations it was
shown that the atomic hydrogen intercalates the h-BN/Rh structure and binds
to the top layer of metal atoms. This hydrogen layer weakens the metal-nitrogen
bonding, causing a change in the corrugation of the h-BN layer.
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